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Abstract
We treat government concessions as additions to an expected payoffs schedule rather than as being synonymous
with it. Government concessions that add to terrorists’ expected payoffs past some point on a positively sloped
risk-reward trade-off schedule will not make all terrorists more risk seeking. Such concessions do not represent
certain ‘windfall gains’ to terrorists of the kind that interact with relative and absolute risk aversion. Although
the expected payoffs to higher risk actions may be augmented by the government’s concessions, terrorists must
still bear risk in order to attain them. Terrorist groups that were unwilling to bear that risk before will not be
enticed to bear it after expected payoffs are enhanced. Conversely, negative concessions or penalties will make
terrorists more averse to risk because penalties alter the risk-reward trade-off in ways that make lower-risk
actions more desirable to risk-averse terrorists. Our paper also explores the risk-reward characteristics of new
and innovative terrorist actions relative to the structure of an existing expected payoffs schedule.
Keywords: terrorism, government policy, concessions, penalties, risk, innovation, Red Army Faction, 2nd of
June Movement
1. Introduction
In a grainy black and white photograph taken in early 1975, a weary man stares obediently into the camera. The
sign he is holding says in block capital lettering, “PETER LORENZ—GEFANGENER DER BEWEGUNG 2.
JUNI.” (Note 1) Peter Lorenz was a German politician and mayoral candidate for West Berlin. He was
kidnapped by the 2nd of June Movement a few days before the mayoral elections in February 1975. After five
days, the German government agreed to grant several concessions to the terrorists on the condition that Lorenz
be released unharmed. These concessions included the release of 5 prisoners, transport to Yemen, about 100,000
Deutschmark in cash and media coverage of the departing 707 from Frankfurt airport (Winkler, 2008, p.246).
Upon receipt of these concessions, Lorenz was released. The conventional wisdom that terrorists should never be
negotiated with was disregarded. It would, however, be reinstated in just a matter of weeks as the German
government confronted another set of terrorist demands, this time from the Red Army Faction (RAF) who were
holding twelve hostages in the German embassy in Stockholm.
Members of the RAF stormed the embassy building in Stockholm in April 1975. Twelve hostages were seized.
Explosives were laid in the building. The terrorists demanded the release of 26 prisoners, a 707 aircraft waiting
at Frankfurt airport for departure, 520,000 Deutschmark and live television coverage in Sweden and Germany.
This time, the German government voted in favour of a ‘no concessions’ policy on the grounds that the RAF
terrorists were in a compromised position, the demands from the terrorists were too heavy and that further
concessions to terrorists would not reflect favourably on the government. What must have been of some concern
is the possibility that concessions granted to the 2nd of June Movement during the Lorenz kidnapping might
have encouraged the RAF to undertake their own actions. The idea that a terrorist group can force the release of
political prisoners was ‘in the air’ to such a degree that it was incorporated by well-known filmmaker Werner
Fassbinder into a film he was making at the time of the Lorenz kidnapping (Winkler 2008, p.248). The timing of
the Lorenz kidnapping and the Stockholm embassy incident could certainly be expected to have reinforced the
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conventional wisdom that concessions make terrorists more likely to engage in terrorist activity and, perhaps, to
engage in riskier acts of terrorism.
The optimality of the ‘never negotiate’ policy was subjected to theoretical scrutiny by Lapan and Sandler (1988)
but the analysis did not treat risk preferences explicitly. It is not uncommon for analytical work to leave risk
preferences implicit and where risk preferences have been incorporated into the analysis, it has been usual to
specify a particular type or level of risk preference, hold that specification constant, and explore the impact of
government concessions in a comparative statics framework. Sandler, Tschirhart and Cauley’s (1983) analysis is
an example (Note 2). These economic studies focus on hostage-taking or kidnapping scenarios where terrorists
attempt to bargain with the government in order to extract concessions. The examples with which we opened the
paper are typical. Risk preferences have been treated in a similar manner in the international relations literature
where the focus has been on inter-group or international conflict. Risk preferences are specified and the solution,
if any, to the bargaining problem is determined within the boundaries of that specification. An example is
Powell’s (2002) analysis which represents an assessment of Rubinstein’s (1982) ‘standard model’ under
conditions of risk neutrality. Powell’s analysis applies to scenarios where a ‘bargaining surplus’ may be divided
in different proportions between the ‘players’.
Analytical solutions to a number of the problems that are explored in this and related literature are often more
easily attainable when risk preferences are left to one side or where risk neutrality is assumed. This leaves open
the possibility for obtaining additional results by exploring what happens when risk preferences are specified in
different ways. Skaperdas (2006) operates first under the assumption of risk neutrality before exploring the
implications of risk aversion. Related concepts that emerged with the publication and dissemination of
Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979; 1992) presentation of prospect theory, especially their concept of loss aversion,
have been inserted into bargaining theory. Butler (2007) is representative of modern studies that explore the
implications of different psychological and strategic aspects of bargaining, including different treatments of risk
preferences, in scenarios previously explored with less nuanced specifications of attitudes towards the risk and
potential losses and potential gains. Butler (2007), for example, finds important qualifications to the types of
conclusions that might be reached by approaching bargaining problems from an expected value maximisation
perspective—Fearon’s (1995) model, for instance—rather than a prospect theoretical perspective (Note 3).
We are focused on the following problem. Can government concessions or penalties shape terrorists’ preferences
for risk? (Note 4) The setting for this problem is broader than the bargaining scenarios analysed in the papers
listed above. The setting is a terrorism context where there are expected payoffs to terrorist actions, which
include assassination, hijacking, bombing, hostage-taking and armed assaults. What these expected payoffs may
be is still a matter for debate but they may include some or all of the following: the infliction of fatalities, the
garnering of media coverage, the fostering of grassroots support, the formation of strategic links with other
like-minded terrorist groups and so on (Abrahms 2006; 2008; 2011). We do not treat the concessions—ransoms,
release of prisoners, changes of government policy and so forth—that might come from the government in
response to an act of terrorism as the payoffs to terrorism. Rather, the government’s concessions or penalties
schedule adds to or alters but does not replace an underlying expected payoffs schedule that is characterised by a
particular trade-off between risk and reward.
The paper attempts to bring terrorism researchers’ attention to theoretical advances in parts of the economics
literature that might otherwise go unnoticed. The distinguishing feature of the paper is its treatment of risk
preferences as being shaped by the government’s decisions regarding concessions and penalties rather than, as
has been traditional, exploring the impact of different decisions under different specifications of terrorists’
preferences for risk. We avoid treating concessions as being the payoff to the terrorism because Ross (2004, p.
216) has shown that replacing an entire incentives or payoffs schedule with a compensation or concessions
schedule leads to theoretical results that are difficult to interpret in real-world settings. To clearly distinguish
between total expected payoffs and concessions that represent additions or alterations to those payoffs, the
theoretical apparatus that we apply to the analysis of the effect of government concessions and penalties on
terrorists’ risk preferences sets the expected payoffs schedule and concessions schedule side-by-side such that
the effect of concessions on expected payoffs is clearly delineated. Terrorists’ choices of actions on the basis of
the risks and rewards reflected in the expected payoffs schedule can then be examined to determine whether the
alteration of the risk-reward trade-off inherent in the expected payoffs schedule can be expected to influence
terrorists’ decisions regarding the amount of risk they are willing to bear.
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2. The Shape of Payoffs, Concessions and Penalties
Terrorists confront an expected payoffs schedule characterised by some, presumably positive, trade-off between
risk and reward. Powell (2002) utilises a purely theoretical risk-reward trade-off. Phillips (2009) treats inflicted
human tragedy measured by injuries and fatalities as the payoff to terrorism and sees a positive trade-off between
risk and reward emerging empirically from the RAND-MIPT data as a concave set in expected-payoff-risk space.
In dealing with bargaining scenarios it is easy to confuse a total payoffs schedule with the government’s
concessions schedule. The two will only be synonymous if concessions are the only relevant payoffs to a
terrorist action. Usually, though, there will be some payoffs that lie outside of the government’s control or its
policy-making regimes. As mentioned in the introduction, these could be one or a combination of many different
factors and some of them might be intangible or psychic in nature. A government’s concessions schedule may
alter or add to the existing expected payoffs schedule but it is not synonymous with it and does not replace it.
A payoffs schedule that incorporates all of the payoffs to terrorism, assuming they can all be measured (Note 5),
would be multi-dimensional. We can imagine, however, that the payoffs schedule will be positively inclined in
risk-reward space in order to encompass the positive trade-off between risk and reward that confronts terrorists.
As Phillips (2009) has shown, different types of terrorist actions can be combined. When risk is measured by
standard deviation or variance and the payoffs to each type of action are imperfectly correlated, a positively
inclined and concave payoffs schedule emerges in risk-reward space. It is positively inclined because terrorist
actions with a higher average payoff are attended by a higher risk or variance of their outcomes. It is concave
because imperfect correlation between the payoffs to the different types of terrorism—payoffs to different
actions do not move perfectly together over time—introduces concavity as an important aspect of the statistical
structure. Only perfectly correlated payoffs across terrorist actions will produce a linear risk-reward trade-off.
This concave trade-off between risk and reward that emerges when average payoffs and variance are considered
in a context where terrorist actions can be combined is the clearest picture available of the type of statistical
properties that may characterise the terrorists’ total or overall payoffs schedule.
We could examine a basic but unrealistic situation where a government’s ‘schedule of concessions’ replaces or
becomes synonymous with the total payoffs schedule. However, unless we are willing to assume that
concessions from the government are the only payoffs to terrorism this approach would lead us into the
difficulties identified by Ross (2004, p.216). Even if we could make such an assumption the resulting analysis
would, at best, apply only to a very small number of terrorist actions. The problem of government concessions in
a terrorism context must be approached by treating the government’s concessions schedule as something that
alters or adds to the payoffs schedule but does not replace it. If the payoffs schedule is characterised by a
particular trade-off between risk and reward an alteration of or addition to the payoffs schedule may change this
risk-reward trade-off. It is possible that the alteration or addition could increase the payoffs to risky terrorist
actions. However, this is different from making those riskier actions more desirable from a terrorist’s point of
view. Only if the concessions schedule alters the terrorists’ risk preferences in a manner that makes them more
risk seeking will riskier actions—even those attended by higher payoffs than before—be desired by terrorists.
If a payoffs schedule to terrorism might be conceived of as depicting a trade-off between risk and reward that is
positively inclined and probably concave, the concessions and penalties that might be expected to characterise
the government’s strategy or policy towards terrorists must also be shaped in some way. The ‘shape’ of the
government’s concessions schedule is important. Recent work in other parts of economics, especially the
analyses prepared by Carpenter (2000) and Ross (2004), has focused on the convexity and concavity of
‘incentives schedules’. The problem addressed in the literature that encompasses agency theory and theoretical
finance theory or financial economics is analogous to ours. Their problem is to alter or add to a total
remuneration schedule with an incentives schedule in order to entice the individual being remunerated to take
more or less risk. The language used in this contemporary literature speaks of convexifying or concavifying a
utility function. A schedule that convexifies a utility function makes the individual more risk seeking. A
schedule that concavifies a utility function makes the individual more averse to risk. The ‘folklore’, as Ross
(2004) calls it, in financial economics and agency theory had been that a convex schedule convexifies a utility
function while a concave schedule concavifies it. The shape, convex or concave, of the government’s
concessions schedule is central to our problem.
A convex schedule of concessions is one that will magnify the payoffs to terrorism past some point. The reason
why this might be thought to decrease terrorists’ aversion to risk and make them more risk seeking is that the
effect of such a concession is to ‘steepen’ past some level of risk the positively inclined risk-reward trade-off
characterising the expected payoffs schedule. Past some point of either payoff or risk, depending on how one
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looks at itt, payoffs aree higher than they were beefore. The prooblem with thhis intuition iss that although
h the
governmennt’s concessioons have increeased the payooffs to risky tterrorist actionns this is not the same thin
ng as
making theese risky terroorist actions moore desirable. R
Ross (2004) m
makes this poinnt. This point w
will be the focus of
discussionn in the next section.
s
For nnow, let us exxplore the shappe of a conceession from thhe governmentt that
magnifies payoffs past some
s
point. Im
magine that teerrorists becom
me aware or peerceive that thhe governmentt will
grant posittive and increaasing concessiions when the terrorists succcessfully execuute a terrorist action which has
h a
relatively high expectedd payoff and riisk vis-à-vis other feasible tterrorist actionns. Now if terrrorists embark on a
more riskyy course of acttion associatedd with a relativvely high expeected payoff, tthey face a payyoffs schedule
e that
has been altered beyonnd this expecteed payoff by the governmeent’s concessiions schedule.. The alteratio
on or
addition thhat we exploree first is a steeepening of thee risk-reward ttrade-off past some point suuch that higherr risk
actions havve a higher payyoff. Such a cooncession musst be convex. T
The concessionn itself has an expected value
e and
it is usual in the financiaal economics liiterature to deppict such scheddules geometriically in payofff-value space.
The simpllest and most obvious wayy in which a government’s concessions may alter thee terrorist’s pa
ayoff
schedule is by adding too it. A convexx schedule of cconcessions thhat magnifies tthe expected ppayoffs to terro
orism
past somee point is a ‘ppositive additioon’. We shall consider ‘neggative additionns’ or penaltiees in a subseq
quent
example. A convex scheedule of conceessions that whhen added to thhe payoffs schhedule magnifiies the payoffss past
some poinnt is depicted inn Figure 1. Thhere is nothingg about the ‘linnear’ schedule presented heree that holds sp
pecial
theoreticall or technical meaning. Thee slope of the schedule pastt the point whhere it is kinkked could be either
e
steeper orr flatter than shown and thhe linear segm
ments could bbe replaced w
with curved seegments. The most
important properties of the
t schedule arre its positive eexpected valueedness and its convexity.

F
Figure 1. Conveex concessionss schedule
Figure 1 ddepicts a goverrnment concesssions schedulle that has a positive value ppast some poinnt of the terrorist’s
expected ppayoff. At this point, the conncessions scheedule ‘kinks’ annd becomes poositively valueed and increasingly
positively valued as exxpected payofffs increase. T
The positive vvalue of the cconcession is an addition to
o the
terrorist’s payoffs past thhis point. Up uuntil the concessions schedulle ‘kinks’ it cooincides with thhe vertical axis and
has zero value. This firstt segment of thhe concessionss schedule hass been drawn sslightly to the rright of the vertical
axis but shhould be interppreted as coincciding with it. A concessionss schedule likee this one is rellated to the am
mount
of risk thaat the terrorist takes. If theree is a positivee risk-reward ttrade-off charaacterising the existing payofffs to
terrorism, the terrorist taakes more riskk to obtain higgher expectedd payoffs. Actiions that havee a higher expe
ected
payoff maay be those thhat are also m
most undesirabble from the perspective oof the citizenrry upon whom
m the
terroristic violence is innflicted. Higheer risk-higher payoff attackks may have m
more expectedd fatalities or more
hostages oor more hostagges of a certainn type (for exaample, childrenn) and so forthh. As such, a ggovernment ma
ay be
forced—orr be perceivedd to be able too be forced—t
—to provide conncessions to eeither alleviatee a crisis such as a
hostage-taaking scenario or to avoid a tthreatened repeeat of the violeence. Under thhese circumstaances, the more
e risk
the terrorist takes the more
m
payoff hee can expect aand the more concessions hhe can expect to obtain from
m the
governmennt. The expected payoffs arre risky and tthe outcomes are attended bby variability. As such, it is not
certain thaat a terrorist action
a
will achhieve an actuaal payoff that is the same aas that which was expected and,
therefore, it is not certainn that any conccessions will bbe able to be foorced.
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The impacct of the concessions schedulle on the existiing payoffs schhedule is depiccted in Figure 2. The concessions
schedule ddoes not immeediately add to or subtract from the terroorists’ ‘wealthh’ (Note 6). Thhe concessions are
associatedd with risky terrrorist actions aand those actioons must be peerpetrated in oorder for conceessions to beco
ome a
possibilityy. Because thee expected paayoffs to all terrorist actioons are uncerrtain and subjject to variab
bility,
undertakinng a higher riskk action does nnot guarantee a particular acctual payoff orr its associatedd concession. In the
first panell, a concave expected
e
payooffs schedule is sketched. A
Any positivelyy inclined payyoffs schedule
e that
depicts a ppositive trade-off between riisk and rewardd will suffice. The solid linee represents thhe expected payoffs
schedule bbefore the adddition of a reall or perceived concessions sschedule. In thhe second panel, the concessions
schedule fr
from Figure 1 is
i depicted.

Figure 2.
2 Adding a coonvex concessiions schedule tto an existing ppayoffs scheduule
kinks’
Point A inn the first paneel corresponds to the point att which the cooncessions scheedule in the seecond panel ‘k
and becom
mes positivelyy valued. Passt this point, the existing expected payooffs schedule is altered by
y the
concessionns schedule. This
T alteration is depicted byy the dashed liine. For terroriist actions withh expected payoffs
greater thaan A, expectedd payoffs are hhigher per unitt of risk than tthey were befoore. Conventioonal wisdom would
w
tell us thatt this will makke the terroristss more risk seeeking. The riskkier terrorist aactions now haave higher expe
ected
payoffs. Iff the terroristss take more riisks, higher exxpected payofffs and governnment concesssions are availlable.
However, increasing thee expected paayoffs to riskieer terrorist acttions does nott necessarily m
make those ac
ctions
t payoffs aree risky. Nothiing is certain. Higher expeccted payoffs arre characterise
ed by
more desirrable. All of the
higher levvels of risk andd a greater chhance that the actual outcom
me—both the ppayoff and thee concession—
—may
diverge siggnificantly froom the outcom
me that was exppected. Only iif terrorists aree made more rrisk seeking by the
presence oof this type of concessions
c
scchedule will thhey be enticed tto engage in higher risk-highher reward actiions.
Now let uus consider a ‘nnegative concession’ or pennalty that increeases monotonnely in the neggative for expected
payoffs paast some point. Figure 3 conntains a negativve concessionss schedule thatt is a mirror im
mage of the co
onvex
schedule ddepicted in Figgure 1. It attachhes increasing penalties to acctions that havve expected paayoffs beyond some
point. Figure 3, deliberrately stylisedd though it maay be, might be interpretedd as attachingg new penaltie
es or
sanctions tto terrorist acttions that havee an expected payoff past soome point (Noote 7). It is asssumed that exiisting
penalties, such as prisonn sentences, aree already refleected in the existing expectedd payoffs scheedule. The effe
ect of
the additioon of a negativve concessions schedule to thhe existing payyoffs schedule is to reduce thhe expected payoffs
that attendd riskier terrorrist actions. Inntuitively, it m
might be expeected that this would make terrorists lesss risk
seeking annd less likely to choose to engage in thee more risky terrorist actioons that mightt be found in their
opportunitty set. Once more,
m
howeverr, it is not neecessarily the case that reduucing the payoffs to higherr risk
terrorist acctions will be associated wiith an increasee in terrorist riisk aversion. O
Only if terroriists are made more
averse to rrisk or if the sttructure of thee expected payyoffs changes ssuch that it beccomes optimall to choose a lower
risk actionn will terroristss avoid higherr risk terrorist aactions as a coonsequence off adding the neegative concessions
schedule too the existing payoffs
p
scheduule.
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Figure 3.
3 Adding a conncave concessiions schedule to an existing payoffs scheddule
3. Risky C
Choices and Concessions
C
Scchedules
Concessions schedules that
t
are not syynonymous wiith an existingg payoffs scheddule alter or aadd to that exiisting
payoffs scchedule. In the previous secction, expecteed payoffs, rissk and concesssions were linnked together in a
manner thhat allows us to
t explore situuations where the terrorist m
must bear highher risk to inccrease his expe
ected
payoffs annd, in doing soo, believes thatt the government may be forced to yield cconcessions iff the terrorist action
a
does achieeve payoffs paast some pointt. The positivee or negative concessions thhat the governnment applies may
offset eachh other to som
me degree. Thee net effects off simultaneoussly imposed positive and neegative concessions
are determ
mined by whatt the terrorist pperceives to bbe the case. Thhe question that we seek to answer is whether
adjustmennts to the existiing payoffs scchedule by thee imposition off either positivve or negativee concessions make
m
all terrorissts more risk seeeking or moree averse to riskk. In the cases that we considdered in the prrevious section
n, the
expected ppayoffs to morre risky terroriist actions werre enhanced byy the addition of positively vvalued concessions
and then, iin the second case,
c
diminisheed by the addittion of negativve concessions.
Ross (20004) presents a mathematicall theorem andd proof (Note 8) that proviides a technical response to
o our
question foor popular speecifications of tthe individual’s absolute riskk aversion (Noote 9). In mostt cases, the typ
pes of
‘additions’’ that Ross connsiders from ann agency theorretical perspecctive have marrket value and represent addiitions
to the weaalth of the indiividual who reeceives them. The concessioons schedules that we are coonsidering hav
ve no
immediatee value to the terrorist.
t
They are unlike, foor example, winndfall gains off resources. If,, within a terro
orism
context, cooncessions schhedules have nno immediate effect on the ‘wealth’ of thhe terrorist grroup, then it iss less
clear how Ross’s seconnd theorem and its fourth coorollary will hhold and alterrnative theorettical argumentts are
needed in order to explaain the impactt of concessionns on terrorists’ risk prefereences or choicees of risky acttions.
Our results are consistennt with Ross’ss but the argum
ments through which they arre arrived at arre more accesssible.
Adding the positively slloped convex cconcessions scchedule depicted in Figure 2 to the existinng payoffs sche
edule
will not coonvexify all teerrorists’ utilityy functions orr encourage terrrorists to choose a riskier aaction. This typ
pe of
concessionns schedule wiill not make terrrorists more rrisk seeking. N
Now consider thhe concave cooncessions sche
edule
depicted inn Figure 3. Allthough it can never convexxify a utility fuunction or maake the terrorissts choose a riiskier
action, a ppositively slopped negative cconcessions scchedule will m
make it rationaal for the riskk-averse terroriist to
choose a less risky action. These cconclusions arre best explained and illusstrated by addding the terrorist’s
indifferencce curve mapppings to the payyoffs schedulee depicted in Fiigures 2 and 3.
The first ppanel of Figuree 4 depicts an existing expeccted payoffs scchedule. The teerrorist’s utilitty is represente
ed by
the indiffeerence curve mapping
m
associiated with the relevant utilitty function. Thhe indifferencee curves are drawn
relatively flat to indicatte a low level of risk aversiion and are loocated towardss the eastern ppart of the payoffs
schedule tto indicate the willingness oof a less risk avverse terroristt to engage in more risky terrrorist actions. The
positive cooncessions addd to the existting payoffs scchedule. Rosss’s theoretical work suggestts that the possitive
concessionns do not shift
ft the terrorist onto a set of flatter more riisk seeking inddifference currves located fu
urther
eastwards along the exissting payoffs sschedule. Althhough the terroorist now obtaains higher exppected payoffss and
higher exppected utility for
f the relativeely more riskyy actions he dooes not necesssarily become more risk seeking.
The more risky actions do
d not becomee more desirablle to him as a rresult of their nnow-higher exxpected payofffs and
he continuues to take no more
m
risk thann he did in the absence of thee alteration to the payoffs scchedule initiate
ed by
113
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the imposiition of the poositive concesssions schedulee. This is indiicated by the vertical moveement of the utility
u
maximisinng point from B to C. It is ppossible in factt that a positivve concessionss schedule willl alter the expe
ected
payoffs scchedule in a manner that incrreases the terroorist’s risk aveersion and shiffts the terrorisst westwards onto a
‘steeper’ m
more risk-aversse indifferencee curve mappinng.

Figuree 4. Convex concessions and terrorist prefeerences for morre risky actionns
matical approaach provides a rigorous expplanation for why this mayy be the case in a
Ross’s tecchnical-mathem
scenario w
where the addittions to an exiisting schedulee add to the ‘w
wealth’ of the individual receeiving them. In the
terrorism ccontext, this may
m not be the ccase and we m
must find an altternative logical-economic eexplanation forr why
this alterattion of the exppected payoffs schedule does not entice teerrorists to chooose riskier acttions. Although the
concessionns schedules will
w alter the eexpected payooffs schedule, the addition oof a concessioons schedule where
w
there was none before may not increease terrorists’ ‘wealth’ or add to the terrrorists’ accum
mulated payofffs or
resources. In fact, the cooncessions schhedule may havve no immediaate value to thhe terrorists. Inn this case, the
e best
way to exxplain the imppact (or non-im
mpact) of the positive conccessions scheddule depicted iin Figure 2 on
n the
terrorist’s risk preferencces is as follow
ws. The conceessions scheduule only interaacts with riskyy expected pay
yoffs.
Nothing iss certain. Increements to the eexpected payoffs associated with increasinngly risky terroorist actions do not
make thosse riskier terrorist actions moore desirable bbecause they ddo not interactt with terroristt risk aversion
n in a
manner thaat can make thhe terrorist morre risk seekingg.
A concesssions schedule that increasess the expectedd payoffs of m
more risky terroorist actions iss not an additio
on to
the terrorissts’ ‘wealth’ or
o accumulatedd payoffs or ressources endow
wment and it iss, of course, acccumulated payoffs
or wealth or resources that are the reference pointt for both relaative and absoolute risk averrsion. If a terrrorist
preferred to bear a parrticular amounnt of risk befoore the concessions scheduule was applieed, he now simply
receives a higher expectted payoff thann before but hhe is not enticeed to bear morre risk. The concessions sche
edule
has not maade higher riskk actions moree attractive to tterrorists who are more averse to risk. Althhough the expe
ected
payoffs are higher, the terrorist must sstill bear more risk to obtainn higher expectted payoffs annd a terrorist who
w is
averse to rrisk will not wish
w
to do so. A careful insspection of Figgure 4 revealss that the terroorist might acttually
choose a lless risky actioon after the cooncessions are added to the eexpected payooffs schedule. W
Where the terrrorist
preferred tthe amount off risk associateed with point B and the associated expectted payoff, aft
fter the concessions
schedule is imposed the terrorist may switch to a lesss risky action and obtain thee same expectted payoff with
h less
risk. That is, rather thann moving upwaards to point C
C, the terrorist may be shifteed horizontallyy westwards. If this
happens, tthe terrorist chhooses a lowerr risk action annd one that, prresumably, hass less expectedd ‘impact’ than the
action assoociated with thhe initial choice at point B. T
This would be a desirable outtcome for the ggovernment.
Positive cooncessions thaat increase expeected payoffs ddo not entice tthe terrorist to engage in riskkier terrorist ac
ctions.
Let us now explore thee case of negaative concessiions. A scheddule of negativve concessions or penalties is a
concave scchedule that reeduces the exppected payoffs to terrorism. T
The schedule tthat we have ddrawn in Figure
e 3 is
simply thee mirror imagee of the convexx schedule in F
Figure 2. Past some point, thhis negative cooncessions sche
edule
acts to com
mpletely offsett the additionaal expected payyoffs obtainedd from increasiingly risky terrrorist actions. This
is a very sstraightforwardd concessions schedule but our conclusioons regarding iits effect on teerrorist prefere
ences
for risk appply to any conncave monotonnely increasingg concessions schedule. In F
Figure 5 the efffect of the con
ncave
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negative cconcessions schedule
s
is ddepicted. Agaain, Ross’s teechnical-matheematical apprroach provides an
explanatioon for the ressulting concavvification of tthe terrorist’s utility functiion under connditions where
e the
negative concessions subbtract from thee terrorist’s ‘w
wealth’. In lesss technical term
ms and for situuations where there
is no imm
mediate subtracction from the terrorist’s ‘weealth’ or resouurces or accum
mulated payofffs, the result ca
an be
explained as follows. First, one may wonder why the negative cconcessions m
might interact with the terrorists’
choice of risky actions when the poositive concessions do not even when neither represeents an additio
on or
subtractionn from the terrrorists’ accumuulated payoffss or resources endowments. IIn the first pannel of Figure 5,
5 the
terrorist iss initially at pooint B. This iss the same poiint from whichh the story conntained in Figgure 4 commen
nced.
The impossition of the neegative concesssions schedulee that is depicted in the secoond panel of F
Figure 5 complletely
offsets thee gains in exppected payoffss obtained froom risky terrorrist actions beeyond some ppoint. As such
h, the
terrorist finds himself exxpecting a payyoff of C from
m the relativelyy higher risk tterrorist actionn instead of B.. The
expected ppayoffs scheddule has been effectively trruncated. It iss now rationaal for the terrrorist to adjusst his
preferencees and move too a lower risk action at poinnt D. At point D, the terrorist expects the same payoff as
a he
would obttain at point C but it is obtainable with faar less risk. Thhe utility maximising behaviiour of the terrrorist
will lead hhim to choose the less riskyy, lower payofff action at point D rather thhan the more rrisky, equal pa
ayoff
action at ppoint C. The impact
i
of the negative conccessions scheddule is much m
more straightfforward and itt also
coincides with an intuittive assessmennt of the likelyy impact of ppenalties such as those depiicted by a con
ncave
schedule liike the one in the second pannel of Figure 55.

Figure 5. Conncave concessions and terroriist preferencess for risk
M
Risk Seeeking
4. Makingg Terrorists More
If, contrarry to conventiional intuitionn, a convex, ppositive, monnotonely increaasing concessions schedule that
magnifies expected payyoffs past som
me point doess not make alll terrorists m
more risk seekking, what typ
pe of
concessionns schedule wiill make all teerrorists more risk seeking? The answer iss a convex, poositive, monoto
onely
declining cconcessions scchedule (Ross,, 2004, p.218). Such a conceessions scheduule works, broadly speaking, in a
manner oppposite to our negative conccessions scheddule. It too ‘trruncates’ the eexpected payooffs schedule but
b it
does so in such a way as to protect thhe terrorist from
m expected paayoffs that are below some level whilst lea
aving
the upsidee potential intaact (Ross, 20004). This posittive monotonely declining cconcessions schedule convex
xifies
the terrorisst. The reason for this lies inn its effect on the expected ppayoffs scheduule. Although the upside rem
mains
intact, the terrorist cannot receive a paayoff less thann A regardlesss of how muchh risk he takess. The terrorist now
finds the eexpected payofffs schedule iss effectively reelocated westw
wards and morre risky actions become desirable
given the ttrade-off now characterisingg risk and rewaard. This is deppicted in the ffirst panel of F
Figure 6. Wherre the
more risk averse terrorisst was initially located at poiint B, the conccessions scheduule that proteccts on the down
nside
whilst leavving the upsidee potential intaact ‘pulls’ eveerything westw
wards. The terrrorist now choooses a ‘more risky’
r
action at ppoint C. By dooing so he receeives a higher expected payooff but does noot bear any ‘reeal’ additional risk.
The protecction on the doownside effectiively reduces tthe risk associaated with moree risky terrorisst actions.
It is difficuult to imaginee that a governnment or a terrrorist group coould impose suuch a concessions schedule, even
inadvertenntly. The only possibility is a situation w
where a terroriist attaches ann inverse valuaation to a neg
gative
concessionns schedule foor expected payyoffs below soome point. If tthe negative cconcessions schhedule involve
es, at
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the limit, the death off the terrorist (Note 10) foollowing a faiiled terrorist action then a positive, con
nvex,
monotonelly declining cooncessions schhedule may be perceived by the terrorist uunder some cirrcumstances. Under
U
such circuumstances, nott surviving the failed actionn might be poositively and increasingly vvalued as expe
ected
payoffs deecline past som
me point if deaath is perceivedd by the terrorrist as being beetter than otherr outcomes such as
capture annd imprisonmeent. If death is accorded a ‘payoff equivaleent’ of A, for eexample, the teerrorist’s down
nside
is effectivvely truncated even though,, from a poinnt of view othher than the teerrorist’s, the downside app
pears
‘infinite’.

6 Convex positive declining concessions an
and terrorist preeferences for rrisk
Figure 6.
5. Expecteed Payoffs and Innovationss in Terrorist Actions
When neggative concessiions or penaltiies are added to an existingg expected payyoffs schedulee, we would ex
xpect
there to bee a reordering of terrorists’ preferences. T
This is clearly the case folloowing the introoduction of ha
arsher
penalties ffor skyjacking in the United States in the 1970s (Landes 1978). Despitee the introducttion of penaltie
es we
still observve some terrorrists to engagee in them just as we see som
me terrorists engage in actioons that have much
m
more variaable outcomess than others aactions that theey could havee chosen. Whyy would any teerrorist continu
ue to
choose an action at poinnt C, say, in Fiigure 5 when tthe expected ppayoff is the saame as a less rrisky action D once
the newly added penaltiies for the higgher expected payoff actionn are taken into consideratioon? Why woulld all
terrorists nnot choose less risky actionss with lower eexpected payofffs and lower negative conccessions? Therre are
three poteential answers to these questions. First, tthe terrorist m
may not choosse his actionss in a mannerr that
maximisess expected utility. Even if hhe tries to maaximise expected utility, thee terrorist mayy make a misstake.
Expected uutility theory does not rule out erroneouss or poor decission-making. S
Second, the terrorist may be
e risk
seeking raather than risk averse. A riskk seeking terroorist will give up expected ppayoffs in ordder to take on more
risk. This type of terroriist is depicted by the indifferrence curve m
mapping in Figuure 7. This willl explain some but
not all actss of terrorism in the face of increasingly hharsh penalties. A risk seekinng terrorist willl allocate all of
o his
resources to the most rissky action. Thhis would expllain why we m
might observe actions to the right of point C in
Figure 5, ffor example.
Innovationn is also an im
mportant part oof the explanattion for the typpes of actions that we obserrve relative to what
we know about the expeected payoffs schedule, the risk-reward trrade-off that ccharacterises itt and the economic
theory thatt attempts to explain
e
terrorissts’ choices. Thhe expected paayoffs schedulle, if it is consttructed on the basis
of the averrages of the paayoffs obtainedd from terrorisst actions in thhe past, does noot reflect the ppayoffs availab
ble to
a new kindd of terrorist action
a
until thhat action is peerpetrated at leeast once. Schhumpeterian innnovations ‘sha
atter’
the existinng equilibrium
m and structurres, which muust then be rreassembled inn a manner thhat includes those
t
innovationns and the payyoffs associateed with them. A terrorist acction of a new
w kind may bee located above the
existing exxpected payoff
ffs schedule, prroviding the teerrorist who innnovates with an expected ppayoff that exc
ceeds
that whichh would be coommensurable or obtainable at the same llevel of risk bby means of a well-tried terrrorist
action. It iis only after thhe action is trieed for the first time that goveernments will react with seccurity measures, for
example. IIt is only after the action is trried for the firsst time that terrrorists themseelves will be m
more knowledge
eable
about the ttypes of payofffs that might bbe obtainable bby means of thhe innovative aaction. Until thhat time, there is no
knowledgee within the exxisting expecteed payoffs schedule that provvides an indication of the rissk-reward trad
de-off
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that shouldd be associatedd with the actioon. Indeed, thee existing expeected payoffs sschedule does nnot reflect the risks
and rewardds of the actionn at all in any way. It is onlyy through the ‘‘entrepreneuriaal’ actions of tthe terrorist tha
at the
expected ppayoffs scheddule comes to reflect a new
w trade-off beetween risk annd reward thaat incorporates the
innovationn in terrorist acction.

Figure 7. Thhe risk seekingg terrorist preffers more risk tto less
ure Research
6. Discusssion, Conclusiions and Futu
A negative, concave cooncessions or ppenalties scheedule shifts thhe utility maxiimising risk avverse terrorist to a
lower risk lower reward section of thee expected payyoffs schedule. A positive, coonvex concesssions schedule does
not shift tthe utility maaximising risk averse terrorrist to a higheer risk higher expected payyoff section of the
expected ppayoffs scheduule. Although a positive cooncessions schhedule increasees the expecteed payoffs to risky
terrorist acctions past som
me point it doees not make theese risky actioons more desiraable to all terrorists. The terrrorist
remains juust as risk averrse as he was bbefore. Our exxpected payofffs schedule, inddifference curvve and concessions
schedule ggeometry deppicts the impaact of governm
ment concessiions on the tterrorist’s exppected payoffs and
preferencees for risk in a manner that hhas not been ppresented befoore in the literaature. It allow
ws us to explorre the
relationshiip between exppected payoffss, risk and conncessions in a ccontext where a concessionss schedule alte
ers an
existing paayoffs schedulle but does nott replace it or become synonnymous with iit. The results are consistent with
the more teechnical-mathhematical approoach taken by Ross (2004) bbut they are moore accessible.
Although w
we have, for the
t most part, drawn ‘styliseed’ concessionns schedules, thhe results will hold for any other
types of cooncessions schhedules with thhe same propeerties. That is, convex concesssions schedulles that are possitive
and increaasing past som
me point will nnot make all teerrorists more risk seeking. T
The terrorist w
will obtain a higher
expected uutility from thee risky actions that he was w
willing to underrtake but he will not be enticced to embark upon
riskier acttions simply because
b
the exxpected payofffs are higherr. Concave concessions thatt are negative
e and
increasing past some pooint will makee terrorists behave as thouggh they are m
more averse to risk. The con
ncave
concessionns schedule truuncates the terrrorists’ expeccted payoffs efffectively equaates the expeccted payoffs off less
risky and more risky acctions. The terrrorist is now ffaced with a cchoice betweenn a less risky action and a more
risky actioon each with thhe same expectted payoff. A rrisk-averse utility maximiserr will choose tthe less risky action.
The only ttype of concesssions schedulee that will certtainly make thhe terrorist morre risk seekingg is the implau
usible
one that leeaves the higheer expected paayoffs to more risky terroristt actions intactt whilst providding a ‘floor’ below
b
which actuual payoffs cannnot fall. Whenn expected payyoffs below soome point are rruled out, the tterrorist’s expe
ected
payoffs aree reshaped succh that higher rrisk higher exppected payoff tterrorist actionns effectively hhave the same level
of risk as lower risk acttions. These reesults can be eextended and the same anallytical apparattus can be used for
concessionns schedules with
w different sshapes. From a government’’s point of view
w, the results imply that kee
eping
open the ppossibility of positively vallued concessioons attached tto terrorist acctions that are expected to yield
payoffs paast some threshhold point willl not be attendded by an increease in the num
mber of terrorists pursuing higher
payoffs thrrough more rissky terrorist acctions. When lless risk-aversee terrorists do engage in suchh actions and when
w
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they are successful at it, the government may use positively valued concessions to alleviate the crisis without
making terrorists more risk seeking.
The analytical treatment of concessions within the terrorism studies literature is quite advanced but relevant
results can be found in a research program that is ongoing in other parts of economics. Both Ross (2004) and
Carpenter (2000) make some progress in identifying the conditions under which a convex schedule will
convexify an agent’s utility function. The type of problem that Ross and Carpenter address is a part of the
research program directed towards the investigation of the principal-agent problem. In turn, parts of this research
program fall under the broader research program that investigates the role of incentives in economic
decision-making and risk taking (Note 11). This literature has received an additional boost following the
financial crisis of 2008 where excessive risk taking and misaligned incentives figured prominently in the
analytical post-mortems carried out over the ensuing several years (Note 12). The number of theoretical
advances since Ross (2004) has not been substantial and his paper remains among the few to rigorously address
the problem of whether convex schedules convexify an agent’s utility function (Note 13).
Granting concessions may not be a sub-optimal negotiation strategy but will granting concessions make terrorists
more risk seeking? Will granting concessions that increase the expected payoffs to more risky terrorist actions
entice terrorists to engage in those actions? We have addressed this question in this paper. Convex positively
valued concessions that increase the expected payoffs to risky terrorist actions will not make ‘terrorists’ as a
general category more risk seeking. This result emerges clearly when the concessions schedule is treated as
being distinct from the expected payoffs schedule. Existing theoretical work has often focussed on exploring
decision-making within scenarios where the concessions that may be received from the government are the
terrorists’ payoffs. Our treatment, by contrast, sets down an expected payoffs schedule that is altered by the
imposition of positive or negative government concessions. Expected payoffs are risky and the actual outcomes
of a terrorist action may diverge from those that were expected. Linked as they are in our analysis to the payoffs
to risk actions, positive concessions are also risky and uncertain. Although they may increase the expected
payoffs to more risky terrorist actions, positive concessions do not represent additions to the terrorists’
accumulated payoffs, resources or ‘wealth’. The expected payoffs schedule is altered but not in a manner that
entices the utility maximising risk averse terrorist to engage in riskier actions.
A research program that explores the relationship between incentives, broadly speaking, and terrorist behaviour
may be either mathematical or more logical-theoretical in nature. A mathematical approach would build upon the
types of results found in Carpenter (2000), Ross (2004) and Braido and Ferreira (2006). In particular, it would be
interesting to prove that the results contained in Ross (2004) apply in situations where a terrorist group
dynamically accumulates actual payoffs and concessions over time in a series of terrorist actions. Such an
analysis would highlight the relevance of decreasing and increasing absolute risk aversion in the examination of
terrorist choices in a dynamic setting. Higher mathematics is not the only pathway that may be followed.
Incentives shape terrorists’ behaviours in ways that can be explored through logical argument. This paper has
pointed out that terrorists’ expected payoffs may be altered by the imposition of concessions and this, in turn,
may shape terrorists’ choices of risky actions. Two important problems that may be approached in a similar
manner concern the examination of the interaction between incentives provided within a terrorist group and the
choices of terrorists associated with that group and the examination of the effects of attempts by terrorist groups
to resource, encourage or incentivise lone individual terrorists (Note 14) who are operating more or less
independently in dispersed locations. The use of different methods, some drawn from research in other parts of
economics, to explore terrorist behaviour will likely yield some worthwhile results.
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Notes
Note 1. Peter Lorenz—prisoner of the Movement 2 June.
Note 2. Also see Landes (1978), Enders and Sandler (1993), Enders and Sandler (2002), Frey and Luechinger
(2003) and Siqueira and Sandler (2006).
Note 3. O’Neill’s (2001) discussion of the treatment of risk aversion within international relations theory
contributes the background to this discussion.
Note 4. The ‘conventional wisdom’ might be interpreted as follows: governments should not negotiate with
terrorists because doing so will encourage terrorism. Lapan and Sandler (1988) looked into the optimality of a
‘never negotiate’ strategy but did not address what seems to be another aspect of the conventional wisdom. That
is, granting the terrorists some concessions emboldens them. This could be taken to mean that it encourages
more risk seeking.
Note 5. An economist’s approach might be to use monetary equivalents (Enders and Sandler 2002).
Note 6. ‘Wealth’ is the accumulated payoffs of the terrorist or terrorist group or the terrorist or terrorist group’s
resources. It might have a monetary equivalent or it might not. The terrorists’ ‘wealth’ is assumed to interact
with the terrorists’ relative and absolute risk aversion in the same sense that monetary wealth interacts with an
economic agent’s risk aversion in more orthodox settings.
Note 7. For example, in the 1960s and 1970s, much stricter prison sentences were imposed for aircraft
‘skyjacking’ after a spate of incidences (see Landes 1978). This can be analysed as negative additions to the
existing expected payoffs schedule.
Note 8. See Ross’s second theorem and its fourth corollary (p.216-217).
Note 9. An individual’s utility is described by both relative and absolute risk aversion (see Pratt 1964). Different
specifications of the utility function (power, exponential, logarithmic and quadratic) are characterised by
different types of relative and absolute risk aversion. A popular specification is ‘decreasing absolute risk
aversion’ (DARA). Individuals with decreasing absolute risk aversion allocate more resources to risky actions as
payoffs accumulate.
Note 10. This is a government’s negative concessions or penalties schedule. In this case, relevant causes of death
do not include the terrorist’s suicide.
Note 11. See the review by Windram (2005).
Note 12. For example, see Fahlenbrach and Stulz (2011).
Note 13. See Braido and Ferreira (2006), Coles, Daniel and Naveen (2006), Panageas and Westerfield (2009),
Dong, Wang and Xie (2010), Tchistyi, Yermack and Yun (2011) and Graham, Harvey and Puri (2013).
Note 14. These could be thought of as ‘quasi’ lone wolves. A true lone wolf terrorist operates alone.
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